
  

DR. HERMANN WINES 
RIESLING TROKEN 
100% Riesling. Aromas of peach, lime & 
tangerine with mineral & herbal notes; well 
balanced; clear, fine & fruity flavors; vivid 
& vibrant; tightly knit acid structure; long 
finish. 

Tasting Note:  Shelf Talker: 

RIESLING TROKEN 
100% Riesling. Light yellow color. 

 Beautifully perfumed nose with 
scents of peach, lime & tangerine with 

tender mineral & herbal notes. Well 
balanced. Clear, fine, fruity flavors. 

Tightly knit with an acid structure rich 
in finesse, exuding delicate hints of 

lemon. Vivid & vibrant with a vigorous 
long finish that comes back in a wave 
of stone fruit flavors. Goes best with 

fish, spicy food & Asian cuisine.  
 

100% Riesling; vine age between 16 and 21 years old. Light yellow color.  Beautifully perfumed nose 
with scents of peach, lime and tangerine with tender mineral and herbal notes. Well balanced. Clear, 

fine, fruity flavors. Tightly knit with an acid structure rich in finesse, exuding delicate hints of lemon. 
Vivid and vibrant with a vigorous long finish that comes back in a wave of stone fruit flavors. Goes best 

with fish; also very good with spicy food, especially Asian cuisine.  

The vines are between 16 and 21 years of age. The grapes are hand harvested and come from the 
Erdener Herrenberg vineyard which has mainly blue slate with some red slate and clay. Harvested 

at optimum ripeness, the must is fermented in stainless steel tanks then the wine is kept on the 
lees for four months.  

Founded over 400 years ago in Mosel, Germany. Dr. Hermann Winery, the Riesling-Estate, is 16 acres 
and managed by the father and son team of Rudi and Christian Hermann. Their philosophy is that 

quality starts in the vineyard with restrained pruning, hand harvesting, natural and careful cultivation 
of vineyard soil. The result is beautiful, elegant wines from some of the most famous vineyard sites in 
the world. The Hermann’s specialize in Riesling grown on steep rock slopes of the famous vineyards 

of the Erdener Prälat, Erdener Treppchen, and the Ürziger Würzgarten. All of their vineyards grow 
exclusively on old vines, ungrafted Riesling vines which deliver beautiful, complex Riesling wines. 
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